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We have studied electron emission from transition metal carbides where research 
has covered emission from single-crystal carbide field and thermionic emitters1, 
thin film carbide coatings on individual emitters and arrays2; and deposition of 
niobium carbide emitter cones in the conventional field emission array geometry3.  
These carbide cathodes have electron emission properties making them attractive 
candidates for stable emission sources in moderate to poor vacuum applications.  
The use of ZrC(310) provides a relatively low work function (3.4 eV) emitting 
surface that has a low evaporation rate, is resistant to ion bombardment and 
sputtering4, has a high melting point (~3800 K), and a very low surface mobility.  
These properties enable the carbide sources to operate at high current densities 
and also to have long lifetimes in poor vacuum conditions.  The robustness of this 
material has been demonstrated in both field emission and thermionic studies.   
 
We report on field emission from (310) oriented single crystal zirconium carbide.  
These crystals are electrochemically etched and Vogel mounted to enable flash 
cleaning and operation at elevated temperatures as needed.  Fig. 1 shows typical 
clean field emission patterns from a (100) and a (310) oriented carbide emitter.   
 
We have operated these emitters in a large range of pressures and compiled data 
on emission stability.  Through processing with methane and oxygen we have 
achieved emission stability over hour periods in UHV.  Through use of a 
relatively simple analog feedback circuit we have achieved even greater stability 
without gas processing and have done so for pressures from UHV to 1 x 10-7 Torr.  
In UHV operation at 300 K these cathodes have low energy spread which makes 
them attractive over typical Zr/O/W Schottky sources for several applications. 
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  (a)     (b) 
Fig. 1:  Typical field emission microscope images of patterns from carbide 

emitters.  (a) Clean pattern of a (100) oriented emitter with four (310)/(210) bright 
emission areas surrounding the (100).  (b)  Pattern from a (310) oriented field 

emitter. 
 
 


